ADVERTISEMENT FOR ONE OR POSITIONS –
LECTURER/SENIOR LECTURER/CLINICAL ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE/
PROFESSOR OF HOSPITALITY
(NON-TENURE TRACK)

Cecil B. Day School of Hospitality
J. Mack Robinson College of Business
Georgia State University

Accomplished individuals are sought for one or more non-tenure track appointments at the rank of Clinical Assistant, Associate, Professor or Lecturer/Senior Lecturer to be effective Fall 2013 or sooner. Appointments are renewable annually but not limited in duration. Candidates must have a doctorate in Hospitality and/or Tourism, or a related discipline, from an AACSB-accredited university. Candidates must possess demonstrated capability in high-level classroom instruction in Hospitality and/or Tourism and evidence of capability to publish research in Hospitality and/or Tourism refereed journals. All specializations will be considered but preference may be given to faculty with proven experience in teaching in restaurant/foodservice management, hospitality financial analysis and/or hotel revenue management. Also desirable is professional experience in some aspect of the hospitality and/or tourism field.

These positions are contingent upon final budget approval by the university.

APPLICATION PROCEDURE:

Please direct all application materials including a letter of interest, vitae, evidence of teaching quality and names of three references to dfcannon@gsu.edu. Documents should be submitted electronically. If necessary, materials can be mailed to:

Dr. Debby Cannon
Director, School of Hospitality
Robinson College of Business
Georgia State University
P.O. Box 3988
Atlanta, GA 30302-3988

Georgia State University is an Equal Opportunity Educational Institution/Affirmative Action Employer.